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Kathy Bradburn

From: suzanne@metalscience.com.au
Sent: Friday, 22 October 2021 8:58 PM
To: development
Cc: dean@metalscience.com.au
Subject: Member representation into Central Highlands Local Provisions Schedule 

Dear Lyn Eyles, 
 
My name is Suzanne Klower and I write on behalf of my husband ,Dean Klower and myself to protest about the 
inappropriate transition of the Highlands Lake area form Rural resource zone to Agriculture.   
We are privileged to own land at 735 Arthurs Lake Rd, Arthurs Lake and my husband resides there mainly, and I am a 
frequent visitor from Launceston due to schooling commitments. 
 
We fell in love with the Highlands because it is a unique place in the world. 
It is so special because of its natural beauty and untouched wilderness. 
There are few places left in the world that offer silence and peace like the Central Highlands. 
 
Dean and I cherish our hikes delighted constantly at the amazing abundance of wildlife that is healthy and the 
fantastic flora again endemic and endangered to the Highlands areas. 
We are avid fly fishers too and love to spend time throughout the Highlands enjoying the amazing scenery, trout, 
and stillness. 
 
Any developments in the Highlands must proceed with caution so as this is preserved forever. 
Wind turbines towering 240m will destroy the peace and silence we enjoy and scar the landscape especially visually. 
Tourism will be affected negatively as visually the landscape will be disturbed and dominated. 
Mainly though any industrial production will destroy the character and nature of the Central Highlands and it will 
not be able to be restored. 
 
Please reconsider this zoning and keep control of what happens to the Highlands in the hands of the Council ,elected 
representatives of the people that live and love this precious area of the world. 
 
Thankyou. 
Kind Regards 
Suzanne and Dean Klower 
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